STRONG INTEREST INVENTORY
Looking for the right career for you?
The Strong Interest Inventory® has been refined time and again since the 1920s to give
people like you insights that help them find careers that fit. How? By comparing your
interests to the interests of people who enjoy their jobs. The report is based on the
concept that if they like their jobs, and you share the same interests, you'll likely find
similar work enjoyable.

Are you ready to find a career fit?
Time for a career change? Reentering the workforce? Looking for more job satisfaction?
Take the career test to find jobs that match your interests. Use the combined experience
of over 55,000 employees to narrow your search. The people in the sample enjoy their
work - you can too.

Tell me more about the Strong Interest Inventory
You might have taken a career test in high school. You and your interests have likely
changed over the years. This is not a skills inventory. It won't tell you if you'll be
successful in a career of your choice. It will show you where you could start your search
or focus your efforts. Many people find the Strong confirms what they've felt inside all
along. You might not have received support for your desires from the significant people
in your life. It's good to have your gut feelings backed up by test results.
The Strong can also help you eliminate choices. For those who can't decide among
many alternatives, here's a way to see the patterns in your interests. Read your report,
and see how you can apply this knowledge to your search.

Schedule your appointment today!
Make an appointment with a Counselor (in the Center for Counseling & Student
Development) to complete a test and discuss your results, (410) 951-3939.

Myers Briggs Type Indicator
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is a personality model which classifies people
according to their Learning Styles preferences on scales derived from psychologist Carl
Jung's theory of psychological types (1920s). It was developed by Katharine Cook
Briggs and her daughter Isabel Briggs Myers during World War II.
Managers / Employees / Students / People may be:
 FAVORITE WORLD / ATTITUDE: Extraverts (try things out, focus on the
outer world of people) or Introverts (think things through, focus on the inner
world of ideas).
 INFORMATION / PERCEIVING: Sensors (practical, detail-oriented, focus on
facts and procedures) or INtuitors (imaginative, concept-oriented, focus on
meanings and possibilities).
 DECISIONS: Thinkers (skeptical, tend to make decisions based on logic and
rules) or Feelers (appreciative, tend to make decisions based on personal and
humanistic considerations).
 STRUCTURE: Judgers (set and follow agendas, seek closure even with
incomplete data) or Perceivers (adapt to changing circumstances, resist closure to
obtain more data).
The MBTI type preferences can be combined to form 16 different personalities /
learning style types.

Schedule your appointment today!
Make an appointment with a Counselor (in the Center for Counseling & Student
Development) to complete a test and discuss your results, (410) 951-3939.

